Abstract—Equipping drones with target search capabilities is desirable for applications in disaster management scenarios and smart warehouse delivery systems. Instead of deploying a single drone, an intelligent drone swarm that can collaborate with one another in maneuvering among obstacles will be more effective in accomplishing the target search in a shorter amount of time. In this work, we propose a data-efficient reinforcement learning-based approach, Adaptive Curriculum Embedded Multi-Stage Learning (ACEMSL), to address the challenges of carrying out a collaborative target search with a visual drone swarm, namely the 3D sparse reward space exploration and the collaborative behavior requirement. Specifically, we develop an adaptive embedded curriculum, where the task difficulty level can be adaptively adjusted according to the success rate achieved in training. Meanwhile, with multi-stage learning, ACEMSL allows data-efficient training and individual-team reward allocation for the collaborative drone swarm. The effectiveness and generalization capability of our approach are validated using simulations and actual flight tests. The code is available at https://github.com/NTU-UAVG/collaborative-target-search-vision-drone-swarm.git and the video is at https://youtu.be/LuCK97i5Bcw.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As microelectronic technology, sensors, and onboard computing capabilities have achieved tremendous advancement in recent years, autonomous micro-drones have been widely used in various target search missions [1], [2]. Target search with autonomous agents is increasingly required in smart warehouse delivery systems [3] and disaster management scenarios [4] such as parcel pickup & delivery and building collapse rescue. Such scenarios require time-efficient environment exploration, object detection and recognition, and navigation in cluttered environments. Nevertheless, because of the limited sensing range of a single drone, a drone swarm is favored for a large scale environment exploration task due to more available observation information and parallel task execution capabilities. A drone swarm with the formation maneuvering capability has been massively studied for fulfilling such large scale tasks, which require information on relative positions [5], [6] or bearings [7] to achieve a desired geometric shape without significant collaborative behaviors.

However, collaborative behavior among agents such as maneuvering in cluttered environments [8], [9] without collision with obstacles and other agents while target searching are essential for a drone swarm to carry out the aforementioned tasks. Collaborative Target Search (CTS) behavior is usually observed among intelligent biological swarms [10] such as honeybees searching for nectar (see Fig. 1), ants finding food and birds looking for a living space. Attributing collaborative behavior to a drone swarm is challenging, as drone agents must acquire intelligent decision-making capabilities in the absence of swarm leaders and knowledge of the map of the environment.

Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [11] has been widely applied in robots for environment exploration [12], [13]...
and target-driven visual navigation [14]–[16] in unknown environments. However, differentiating from the full environment exploration problem, our CTS problem aims to infer potential locations of a target instead of maximizing the area covered. Even though full environment exploration guarantees a feasible solution for target search, it would be more efficient for agents to directly estimate with high probability the potential space containing the target. While the target-driven visual navigation with deep reinforcement learning utilizes purely visual perception and policy neural network to guide a robot through an indoor environment where the target is fixed within a spatial layout, our work focuses on multi-agent collaborative target finding and approaching over a 3D sparse reward space with limited visual perception and egocentric states where the target is randomly placed without prior knowledge. The success rate and the time to reach are the main metrics to evaluate the performance of CTS for a drone swarm.

In this paper, a visual drone swarm is adopted for CTS in an indoor environment to search for and approach a parcel box. A data-efficient deep reinforcement learning-based method is applied to find an optimal search policy with less time cost. There are several challenges to accomplishing this CTS task for drones. Firstly, the drone agents need to be driven to efficiently explore the 3D environment with sparse rewards. Secondly, the drone swarm is required to differentiate the target, obstacles and other collaborative agents with a forward color camera during flight. Lastly, the drone swarm should display collaborative behaviors for target search, i.e., without colliding into the obstacles or other agents.

To this end, we propose an Adaptive Curriculum Embedded Multi-Stage Learning (ACEMSL) approach to address these challenges. Compared to the standard curriculum learning methods [17], [18] where the learning curriculum involves pre-designed parameters that change across the training process, our approach divides the training process into two adaptive curriculum embedded stages. This can reduce the data required to achieve the best performance due to the self-adjustment capability of the curriculum. Meanwhile, CM3 in [19] has validated the data-efficiency and outstanding performance of multi-stage learning for cooperative multi-goal multi-agent tasks, such as cooperative navigation. Similar to CM3, in our approach, the single greedy agent is trained prior to multiple agents, collaborative learning. However, CM3 considers its two stages as a complete curriculum and requires knowledge of goal assignment, while the proposed ACEMSL embeds an adaptive curriculum into each stage without knowing the target’s location. In each stage, the probability of hiding the target from a drone swarm increases when the desired success rate is achieved. In this way, the drone agents are gradually guided to explore the environment with sparse rewards and try to search the potential locations of the target. To improve the efficiency of learning, the shared neural network among each agent is trained in a small size space and then transferred to an unseen larger sized environment. Domain randomization, which includes the initial state of drones, parameters of the target and the intensity of light, is adopted during the training process. In this paper, our main contributions are summarized as follows.

1) We propose an adaptive embedded curriculum (AEC) algorithm enabling drones to explore and navigate 3D cluttered environments with sparse rewards efficiently;
2) Without any prior knowledge of the target and the environment layout, we develop multi-stage reinforcement learning to train a scalable, decentralized drone swarm to find the target with only a color camera as visual perception;
3) To the best of our knowledge, our work is unprecedented in successfully transferring the trained policy model from simulation to a real-life visual drone swarm and demonstrate their CTS performance physically.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Collaborative Target Search (CTS)

CTS tries to locate and reach the target using multi-agents while handling the environment exploration efficiently. The conventional idea to accomplish the CTS task is to formulate an optimization problem and break it down into local optimization sub-problems. There are two conventional ways to solve this local optimization problem, namely numerical analysis methods [8], [20] and heuristic methods [9], [21]–[23]. Under the category of numerical analysis methods, A. Dominik Hau mann et al. [20] achieved the multi-robot exploration and path planning via optimization partition of the objective function for each agents. Dario Floreano et al. [8] adopted Nonlinear Model Predictive control (NMPC) to optimize the navigation performance of an aerial robotic swarm towards a targeted area in an indoor cluttered environment. The numerical analysis method necessitates the knowledge of precise agents’ dynamics and the complex computation for obtaining feasible solutions that satisfy constraints and boundary conditions. Hence, it will be challenging to extend the method to a large-scale swarm.

Under the category of heuristic methods, based on the genetic algorithm, Samira Hayat et al. [22] formulated a multi-objective optimization algorithm to allocate tasks and find a target in a bounded area for a team of UAVs. In [23], evolutionary algorithms (EAs) were developed to tackle criminals search problems with human-UA V collaboration. A search strategy based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO) was proposed in [9] for a nano drone swarm to localize a gas source in unknown and cluttered environments. The heuristic methods, on the other hand, can save modeling and computation resources but do not provide the guarantee of obtaining the global optimal solution for the drone swarm, resulting in sub-optimal or local search behaviors, which may lead to the failure of task.

B. Deep Reinforcement Learning

Collaborative exploration and target search in large-scale and cluttered environments may now be addressed more readily due to the feasibility and transfer capabilities of deep reinforcement learning. In the domain of drones [18], [24]–[26] and Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) problems [19], [27]–[30], deep reinforcement learning has achieved promising success. Current methods with DRL in drone scenarios are mostly applied to single drone tasks [18], [25], [26] or scenarios with discrete action spaces and grid
observation environments [19], [30]. In [18], an augmented curriculum learning was proposed to guide the drone to fly through a narrow gap. However, their curriculum can only vary along pre-designed rules which limiting reinforcement learning performance. With a global grid map, [24] proposed a Snake algorithm with DRL aiming to search a target using an autonomous UAV but failed to extend it to practical scenarios where only local visual observations are available. In [19], CM3 (Cooperative Multi-goal, Multi-stage, Multi-agent) was proposed for multi-agent reinforcement learning in 2D space to solve a collaborative navigation problem, where the positions of landmarks and goals were known to each agent. Besides, function augmentation was adopted in CM3 to bridge the agent’s own state in stage 1 and the egocentric observations in stage 2. However, this the scalability of the trained model since a new model needs to be trained if the number of agents changed. [29] proposed a two-level reinforcement learning-based control method for a UAV swarm to perform surveillance in an unknown 3D urban area collaboratively. However, the approach requires each UAV to have information on the target’s position and requires the environment to be constructed in grids with regular shaped blocks to enable the agents to differentiate the obstacles and the target easily. This limits the application of this method in real-life scenarios.

However, exploring a 3D unstructured environment and searching a hidden target with a visual drone swarm is more challenging since the 3D reward space is sparse and more constraints must be taken into consideration, such as continuous actions, limited observations and the scalability of the policy model. In our work, we addressed this challenging CTS problem for a visual drone swarm with only local visual perception, their own state and limited egocentric observations. The scalability of the policy model is achieved by introducing only a relative position measurement with the shortest distance as the egocentric observation.

III. Preliminaries

A. Quadrotor Drone Dynamics

The translational and rotational dynamics of a 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) quadrotor of mass \(m\) can be described as follows, regardless of the wind disturbance and the aerodynamic drag:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{p}_W &= v_W \\
\dot{v}_W &= R_W^{0B}(q_{WB}) \odot f + g \\
\dot{q}_{WB} &= \frac{1}{2} \Omega (\omega_B) q_{WB}
\end{align*}
\]

where, \(p_W = [x, y, z]^T\) and \(v_W = [v_x, v_y, v_z]^T\) are the position and translational velocity vectors of the quadrotor in the world inertial frame \(O_W\), where the \(z\) axis of the world frame is aligned with the direction of the gravity \(g\). \(q_{WB} = [q_0, q_1, q_2, q_3]^T\) denotes a unit quaternion which is used to represent the quadrotor’s attitude, while \(\omega_B = [\omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z]^T\) denotes the body angular velocity (roll, pitch, and yaw respectively) in the body frame \(O_B\). \(R_W^{0B}\) defines the transform matrix from the body frame \(O_B\) to the world inertial frame \(O_W\), and it is a function of \(q_{WB}\). \(f = [0, 0, f]^T\) is the mass-normalized thrust vector, with \(f = \sum_{i=1}^{4} f_i^B / m\) and \(g = [0, 0, -g_z]^T\) with \(g_z = 9.81 \text{m/s}^2\) being the gravity acceleration on Earth. We denote the \(\Omega(\omega_B)\) as the skew-symmetric matrix and is given by

\[
\Omega(\omega_B) = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -\omega_z & -\omega_y \\ \omega_z & 0 & -\omega_x \\ -\omega_y & \omega_x & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Vector \(x = [p_W, v_W, q_{WB}]^T\) and \(u = [f, \omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z]^T\) are selected as the states and the control inputs of a quadrotor respectively. The body’s momentum will not be examined because deployed high-bandwidth controllers can precisely track the angular rate commands, allowing angular dynamics to be ignored.

B. Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a technique for mapping the state space to the action space in order to maximize a long-term return with given rewards. The learner is not explicitly told what action to carry out but must figure out which action will yield the highest reward during the exploring process. We can describe the multi-agent reinforcement learning in our CTS problem as a multi-agent Finite Markov Decision Processes (FMDPs) [31] which is defined by a tuple \((S, (O^n), \{A^n\}, \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{R}, G, N, d_0, \gamma)\) with \(N\) agents denoted by \(n \in [N]\). Since there is no knowledge of the target in our work, goal signals \(G\) can be ignored in the following description. We denote \(t \in N_{\geq 0}\) as the time step, where \(N_{\geq 0}\) is the natural numbers. At time step \(t\) and global state \(s_t \in S\), each agent \(n\) obtains an observation \(o^n_t := o^n(s_t) \in O^n\), and take an action \(a^n_t \in A^n\). \(\mathcal{P}(s_{t+1} \mid s_t, a_t) : S \times A \times S \mapsto [0, 1]\) is the transition probability for the environment moves from the current state \(s_t\) to the next state \(s_{t+1}\) with joint action \(a_t := \{a^1_t, \ldots, a^N_t\}\). \(\mathcal{R}\) refers to the set of possible rewards, with \(\mathcal{R} \subseteq \mathbb{R} \cup \{-\infty, \infty\}\). Furthermore, the reward at time \(t\) is \(\mathcal{R}_t\), and elements of the reward set are denoted by \(r\) while the infimum and supremum are \(r_{\text{min}}\) and \(r_{\text{max}}\) respectively. Each agent will receive an instantaneous reward \(\mathcal{R}_t^n := \mathcal{R}(s_t, a^n_t)\) at each time step.

The agents start to learn from a global state \(s_0\) sampled from an initial states distribution \(d_0 : S \mapsto [0, 1]\). At each time step \(t\), joint actions \(a_t\) are taken under a joint stochastic policy \(\pi(a_t \mid s_t) := \prod_{n=1}^{N} \pi^n(a^n_t \mid o^n_t)\) and all agents transition to state \(s_{t+1}\) with the transition probability \(\mathcal{P}(s_{t+1} \mid s_t, a_t)\), receiving an instantaneous numerical reward \(\mathcal{R}_t\). The objective of the MARL is to find a decentralized policy \(\pi^n(a^n_t \mid o^n_t) : O^n \times A^n \mapsto [0, 1]\) to maximize the cumulative reward along an action trajectory \(\tau^n\) via adjusting the weights \(\theta\) of the parametrized policy \(\pi^n_\theta\) over finite time steps (a training episode). The objective function can be described as a Bellman function as follows:

\[
J(\pi_\theta) := \mathbb{E}_{\tau^n \sim \pi} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t \sum_{n=1}^{N} \mathcal{R}_t^n \mid s_0, d_0 \right]
\]
allows us to generalize our model into different scenarios. The simulation scenarios become increasingly complex over different training stages. However, the simulation’s base environment, which consists of the agent drones and objects, is largely unchanged. Fig. 2 shows a base environment which consists of drone agents, obstacles and a box target. More complex environments can be generated by enlarging the size of the rooms, adding more obstacles and hiding the target at a corner where the drone agents can hardly find.

The target can be spawned randomly within a closed sphere set \( B(\text{ct},\text{rd}) \), in which the drone can easily detect at first sight. \( \text{ct} \) and \( \text{rd} \) are the center point and the radius of the sphere, respectively. Otherwise, it will be randomly placed at a predefined hidden corner drawn from a discrete set \( C(\text{ntloc}) \) which is hidden from the first sight. \( \text{ntloc} \) is the size of \( C \), i.e., the number of hidden locations chosen. For instance, we can choose these locations with \( \text{ntloc} = 5 \), namely, under the desk, behind the couch, below the cupboard, below the lamp, and above the cupboard. The probability of spawning a target at different locations is controlled by the spawning probability threshold \( \epsilon \). A random value \( r_{\text{seed}} \) within interval \([0, 1)\) is generated when each episode begins. If \( r_{\text{seed}} \) is greater than \( \epsilon \), the target will be spawned in \( B \), otherwise, it will be hidden at a place of \( C \). The probability density function (pdf) of spawning a target can be described as:

\[
Pr(\text{target}) = \begin{cases} 
U(\mathcal{B}), & r_{\text{seed}} > \epsilon \\
U(\mathcal{C}), & r_{\text{seed}} \leq \epsilon,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( U(\cdot) \) is a uniform distribution among a set.

The validity of spawning positions will be checked, where if the target’s shape is overlapped with other objects, the position is regarded as invalid, and the target will be spawned again.

The components of each obstacle are outlined by Unity’s mesh collider, which allows for the detection of collisions with another collider. The drone agent is modeled as a visual quadrotor equipped with a monocular RGB camera in front of the drone. The image raw of fixed pixel size obtained from the forward camera can be used for recognizing the target and navigating towards the target. If the drone agent collides with the obstacles, other agents or the target, a penalty (negative reward value) will be imposed.

2) Observation Space: The agent must decide which action to take based on the current observations \( o^{\pi, n}_t \) to maximize the rewards. The drone agent receives observation information from an onboard camera and drone’s state sensors, such as IMU and positioning device. The image observation, the self state observation and egocentric observation are denoted as \( o_t^{\text{im}}, o_t^{\text{st}}, \) and \( o_t^{\text{eq}} \), respectively. The RGB image raw from the camera is down-sampled to a fixed resolution \( 3 \times 224 \times 224 \) image \( I_t \). At every time step. The agent \( n \) knows its own translational and rotational states, i.e., local position \( p_{W,n} \) and rotational quaternion \( q_{W,B,n} \), and the relative positions of other team agents \( p_{W,n,j} \), where \( j \in [N]^{-n} \). However, only the relative position with the shortest distance \( p_{W,n,j} \), i.e., \( \|p_{W,n,j}\| = \min(\|p_{W,n,j}\|) \) for \( j \in [N]^{-n} \),
is considered as the input observation of the policy model. Besides, a normalized forward direction vector \( \vec{d}_W \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is included in the observation space to make sure the drone agent senses the direction. To ensure smooth maneuvering for the drone, the last action \( a_{t-1}^n \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is also stored as an observation.

For each drone, only the current RGB image \( I_t^n \) are used and encoded into a vector \( o_{\text{EV},t}^n \in \mathbb{R}^{512} \) with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This CNN allows the drone to detect different objects in their environment, such as obstacles, team agents and the target, and sense the depth information. The concatenated observation vector for the drone \( n \) at time step \( t \) is \( o_t^n = [o_{\text{EV},t}^n, \vec{p}_n, \vec{q}_n, \vec{v}_n] \in \mathbb{R}^{529} \).

3) Action Space: In this work, we only concentrate on the high-level controller for drones. The low-level controller inside the drone tries to keep track of the high-level commands via the high-level controller for drones. The low-level controller inside the drone is implemented in the Robot Operation System (ROS), i.e., the desired velocity of quadrotor in the body frame \( \vec{v}_B \).

4) Reward Function: The reward function consists of two parts: one is the existential penalty \( R_P = -t/T_{\text{max}} \) of the team, where \( T_{\text{max}} \) is the allowable time steps in an episode, and the other is the terminal reward \( R_T \). The existential penalty serves to accelerate the exploring progress, and the terminal reward serves to guide the drone to fly towards the target with the correct forward direction and to avoid crash simultaneously.

The terminal reward is a set function described as:

\[
R_T = \begin{cases} 
+5, & \text{if agent reaches the target} \\
-\alpha_r, & \text{if agent crashes}
\end{cases}
\]  

(6)

Where \( r_C \) is the penalty when the drone collide with the obstacles or other agents.

\[
r_C = -\alpha \|d_T\| - \beta \arccos \frac{\langle d_T, \vec{d}_W \rangle}{\|d_T\| \|\vec{d}_W\|} - 3
\]  

(7)

where, \( d_T \) is the vector from the collision position to the target position and \( d_{\text{init}} \) is the vector from the initial position to the target position; \( || \cdot || \) denotes the norm of the vector and \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) is the inner product of two vectors; \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the weights to adjust the penalty from the distance to fly and the penalty caused by the forward direction. Note that the terminal reward \( r_C \) is accounted for each agent, and the episode terminates only when all agents crash, while the positive reward +5 is a team reward, i.e., when the episode ends, each agent receives +5 if one agent can reach the target.

B. Network Architecture

As shown in Fig. 3, the neural network used in this paper consists of 3 parts: the image encoder, the policy network and the memory network. The memory network is embedded into the policy network for processing the temporal sequence observations. We have conducted performance analysis for 3 visual encoders, namely simple 2-layers CNN, nature CNN [11] and ResNet [32]. Considering the efficiency and search performance, a shallow neural network-nature CNN is used in our model. The image encoder-nature CNN consists of 3 convolutional layers, 1 flatten layer and 1 fully connected layer. A Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (Leaky ReLU) is adopted as the activation function for all convolutional layers and the encoder’s fully connected (FC) layer. The image encoder turns the RGB image of fixed resolution into a 512 dimensional flattened vector. The policy neural network is designed with 2 FC (512-nodes with a Sigmoid activation function) layers which maps the concatenated observation vector \( o_t^n \in \mathbb{R}^{529} \) into a continuous action vector \( a_t^n \in \mathbb{R}^4 \). The memory network-Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [33] is a recurrent neural network used to feedback previous outputs and generate smooth trajectories for drones.

C. Adaptive Curriculum Embedded Multi-stage Learning

1) Adaptive Embedded Curriculum (AEC): In the standard curriculum learning methods [17], [34], the curriculum is manually designed with a static, discrete parameter sequence in which the task difficulty level is progressively increased with a pre-designed mode. Even though the pre-designed curriculum parameter can be post-adjusted according to the training results, it is inconvenient and inefficient to obtain a satisfactory curriculum. Hence, it is hard for agents to achieve their best performance. In contrast to the standard curriculum learning methods, based on the ACEMSL, the task difficulty level is adaptively adjusted with a changing rate \( \delta_t \) based on the success rate of finding the target achieved by agents. If the success rate rises to a high boundary \( st_h \), the task difficulty level increases. Correspondingly, if the success rate drops to a low boundary \( st_l \), the task difficulty level decreases. There are several parameters that can be considered to derive the task difficulty level, such as the size of the space, the number of obstacles, the size of the target, and the spawning probability threshold \( \epsilon \) in \( \text{Ev} \). In our scenario, the task difficulty level is formulated by the spawning probability threshold since our main goal is to find the hidden target as fast as possible. In the following discussion, the task difficulty level is denoted by \( \epsilon \).
Other parameters can be adjusted in the domain randomization. The AEC based on the spawning probability threshold is described in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1: Adaptive Embedded Curriculum (AEC)**

**Input:** An initial task difficulty level $c_0$, changing rate $\delta_c$, $s_{tl}$, $s_{rh}$

**Output:** The spawning position $p_{goal}$ of target

1. On the start of training:
   2. Initialize $p_{W, o}$, $v_{W, o}$, $q_{W, B, o}$, successRate = 0.0, successCount = 0, episodeCount = 0.
3. On each episode begin:
4. if episodeCount $\neq 0$ then
5.   successRate $\leftarrow$ successCount/episodeCount;
6. end
7. episodeCount $\leftarrow$ episodeCount + 1;
8. if successRate $> s_{rh}$ then
9.   $\epsilon \leftarrow \max(\epsilon + \delta_c, 1.0)$;
10. end
11. if successRate $< s_{tl}$ then
12.   $\epsilon \leftarrow \min(\epsilon - \delta_c, 0.0)$;
13. end
14. Spawn the target according to (5);
15. On each episode end:
16. if one drone reaches the target then
17.   successCount $\leftarrow$ successCount + 1;
18. end
19. if all drones crash then
20.   end the episode;
21. back to 3;
22. end

2) **Stage 1:** At stage 1, the objective is to train a single drone to identify, track and fly towards a randomly spawned target according to Algorithm 1. During stage 1, the drone explores the environment with the designed reward function. The MARL problem is reduced into a single agent ($N = 1$) problem, and the group reward becomes the agent $n$’s reward. The optimal policy achieved by agent $n$ is the greedy policy $[19]$. The drone will learn to find and approach the stationary target without crashing into obstacles.

3) **Stage 2:** Once the drone has successfully learned the target-approaching behavior, another drone is added to the scene in stage 2 for generating collaborative behavior. The trained model in stage 1 is used to initialize the model in stage 2. These two drones are further trained to search the same target without crashing into each other. Once the agents crash (collide with the obstacles or other agents), their status becomes inactive until the next episode. The episode ends when all agents have crashed or one agent has reached the target.

In our training process, only the states of the agents and the image raw are collected for observations, without the need for information on relative positions between the agents and the target, which is usually the case for the traditional numerical methods [23]. Only at the end of each episode, the distance values are counted into the reward function. Meanwhile, the existential penalty is designed to encourage the agent to reach the target as fast as possible.

The proximal policy optimization (PPO) algorithm [35] is selected for our training. Compared with Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) algorithm [36], PPO is more effective and robust for problems with a continuous action space by using “clipped” surrogate objective and on-policy learning.

**D. Domain Randomization**

Domain randomization [37]–[39] is an effective technique to improve the generalization capability of the model during the training and hence increase the success rate of Sim2Real [37] transfer to unseen scenarios. At the beginning of each episode, environment parameters and agents’ states are randomly sampled from uniform distributions. In our work, the domain randomization used can be divided into (1) environment randomization that involves randomization of parameters, such as the light intensity in Unity scenes $I_v$, the scale $\lambda_{target}$ and the yaw angle $\psi_{target}$ of the target; (2) agent randomization that involves randomization of parameters, such as the initial states of agents. The environment randomization extends the trained model to accomplish the tasks in unseen scenarios while the agent randomization enables the agents to start with perturbations in their initial configurations.

As listed in Table I the environment parameters are randomly sampled from an uniform distribution $U(\min, \max)$ while the agent randomization is generated by adding a random noise from an uniform distribution $U(\cdot)$. Note that the position noise of agent is sampled from an uniformly distributed closed sphere set $B(ci, ri)$, i.e., $U(B(ci, ri))$, where $ci$ is the initial position of agents and $ri$ is the radius of sphere set. $U(\min, \max)$ and $U(B(ci, ri))$ are generated via the Random.Range$(\min, \max)$ function and Random.insideUnitSphere $\ast ri$ operator in Unity respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment Randomization</th>
<th>Agent Randomization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>light intensity $I_v$</td>
<td>position noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale of target $\lambda_{target}$</td>
<td>$U(B(ci, 0.2m))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaw angle of target $\psi_{target}$</td>
<td>noise in yaw angle of agent $U(-30^\circ, 30^\circ)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS**

In this section, we present the simulation experiments, including the training process and inference tests, and the physical experiments covering the model Sim2Real transfer and the real-time flight tests. The architecture of simulation and physical experiment platform is illustrated in Fig. 4 which consists of a simulation workstation (with AMD Ryzen 9 5900X 12 cores CPU, Nvidia RTX 3090 Gaming OC 24GB GPU and 32GB RAM), a laptop computing center, the OptiTrack motion capture server streaming the position data of selected rigid bodies and a Tello Edu visual drone swarm.
The simulation workstation is used to develop simulation environments for training and testing and export the trained neural network model for deployment. With the trained ONNX model, the computing center acquires real-time observations from the motion capture server and Tello Edu drones, and generates corresponding actions which drive the Tello Edu visual drones to search the target via Tello SDK 2.0.

The computing center is connected to the OptiTrack motion capture system to subscribe the position data of drones via Robots Operation System (ROS) nodes. The image observation is acquired from the onboard camera of Tello Edu drones using necessary image processing. Note that the Tello Edu drone can only be set as a wireless access point (AP) to stream the video. Hence, multiple USB WIFI adapters are used in the computing center for connecting to the drones via WIFI separately.

### A. Simulation Experiments

1) **Settings:** Our simulation platform is developed based on the Unity rendering engine and ML-Agents Toolkit [34], which is a flexible simulation and training platform for multi-agent reinforcement learning. Scenes of target search with a single greedy agent and CTS with a drone swarm are developed successively. The dimensions of the base simulation environment in Fig. 2 is $5 \times 5 \times 3$ (width $\times$ length $\times$ height). In the AEC, the task difficulty level starts from $\epsilon_0 = 0.1$ and changes with $\delta_\epsilon = 0.1$. Success rate boundaries are set to $sr_{\min} = 0.90$ and $sr_{\max} = 0.20$. Allowed maximum time step is $T_{\text{max}} = 5000$ in one episode. Reward weights are $\alpha = 1$ and $\beta = 0.1$. The initial linear and angular velocity of drones are reset to zero at the start of each episode.

2) **Baselines and Ablations:** The performance of our approach is compared against TD-A3C [14], which only uses visual observations, and CM3 [19], which is trained without an AEC (with a fixed task difficulty level $\epsilon = 0.3$). We ensure that TD-A3C and CM3 are modified such that both of them can be applied for the target search tasks in the training. Since TD-A3C is proposed to address a single agent navigation problem, we evaluate its performance with our PPO with AEC (PPO-AEC) and PPO without AEC (PPO-w/o-AEC) in the single-agent training.

To study the data-efficiency of the proposed multi-stage method, fully trained stage 2 (labeled as Direct) and ACEMSL are compared together with CM3 in the multi-agent training. Stage 1 of ACEMSL and CM3 are the same, trained for 3 million steps with the AEC. For fair evaluation, we also trained TD-A3C and CM3 with the PPO algorithm since we consider the method frameworks not the training algorithm itself. The hyperparameters of PPO for all training remain the same.

3) **Training:** The hyperparameters of the PPO training are listed in Table II. The training tools version are ml-agents-toolkit: 0.27.0; ml-agents-envs: 0.27.0; communicator API: 1.5.0; PyTorch: 1.8.2+cu11.1. To accelerate the training process, 6 copies of the environment are placed in one scene, and 3 concurrent Unity instances are invoked at the start of training. The mean and the standard of deviation values over 3 runs of the single-agent training are illustrated in Fig. 5. From results shown in Fig. 5, the PPO-AEC achieves the best performance compared to PPO-w/o-AEC and TD-A3C based on the cumulative success rate and the episode length, even at a higher task difficulty level. It verifies the data efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed AEC. TD-AEC obtains the least satisfactory performance as the agent can hardly find the target even at the easiest task level, which illustrates the drawbacks of the targeted-driven navigation with purely visual perception for target search.

For the multi-agent training, the stage 2 training are ini-

---

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>batch size</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>buffer size</td>
<td>10240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning rate</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>beta</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epsilon $\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>lambda $\lambda$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of epochs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>learning rate schedule</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkpoints</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>maximum steps</td>
<td>12000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2https://onnx.ai/
3https://www.ryzerobotics.com/tello-edu/downloads
Fig. 6. Stage 1 training curves for ACEMSL and CM3 with single-agent over 3 million steps (episodes).

Fig. 7. Learning curves of the ACEMSL (ours), the baseline CM3 and the ablation “Direct” in the multi-agent training. Mean and standard deviation (shaded) over 3 independent runs conducted every 12 million training steps (episodes).

Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Dimensions (m)</th>
<th>5 × 5 × 3</th>
<th>8 × 8 × 3</th>
<th>10 × 10 × 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 drone</td>
<td>75.4% / 162</td>
<td>52.8% / 301</td>
<td>16.0% / 325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 drones</td>
<td>79.3% / 107</td>
<td>61.1% / 236</td>
<td>35.9% / 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 drones</td>
<td>63.8% / 104</td>
<td>62.0% / 178</td>
<td>41.9% / 254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

behavior requirement for multi-agent systems. It combines the advantages of adaptive curriculum learning and multi-stage learning to significantly improves over data efficiency in the training.

4) Testing: We tested our models from single agent training and multi-agent training on various room dimensions with 500 episodes evaluated per experiment, where the task difficulty level is set as $\epsilon = 0.3$. We also demonstrated the scalability of the trained model with ACEMSL, where multiple drones are spawned at the start area. The success rate and the mean time steps to reach with a different number of drones on various room dimensions are listed in Table III. As the room dimensions increase, the success rate drops, and the required time steps to reach the target increase as well. On the other hand, deploying more drones helps increase the success rate and reduce the required time steps to reach the target, which illustrates the advantages of using a visual drone swarm for target search. However, the scale of the swarm is constrained by the size of the room (the success rate drops from 75.4% to 63.8% in Table III when 3 drones are deployed in the room of $5m \times 5m \times 3m$ since there is a higher chance of the drones crashing into one another if too many drones are flying within a small room.

B. Physical Experiments

To evaluate the trained models’ generalization and Sim2Real capability, we transfer our models to an unseen large indoor environment without fine-tuning, and their performance on different devices is compared. The test environment is an enclosed room with the size of $8m \times 7m \times 4m$. Each side, excluding the floor and the ceiling of the environment, is covered by white curtains. The target is a parcel box with the size of $0.20m \times 0.30m \times 0.20m$, placed randomly on/behind obstacles within the environment at several testing positions. Every side of the box is attached with a printed April Tag (Tag36h11) [40]. An OptiTrack motion capture system with eight cameras is used for broadcasting positions of the drone(s) and the target. The position of the target is used to detect if the drones can achieve their goal. In our experiment, the laptop computing center and Tello Edu drones are used to deploy our trained models and conduct flight tests. In addition, for deployment on the onboard computers, three of the following computing platforms are evaluated on their performance in terms of the execution speed of the trained model using only their CPUs. Note that the trained model for only a single drone deployment is considered for this evaluation.

- Lenovo Ideapad Slim 5 Pro laptop running Ubuntu OS with AMD Ryzen 7 5800H CPU and 16GB DDR4 RAM.
Fig. 8. The snapshots of a visual drone swarm when perform the CTS. The images perceived by the cameras of drone 1 and drone 2 are labeled as 1 and 2 respectively at the right side of each snapshot.

Fig. 9. The trajectories of a visual drone swarm successfully performing the CTS in four tests with different initial conditions.

- NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX running Ubuntu OS with 6-core NVIDIA Carmel 64-bit CPU and 8GB RAM.
- Raspberry Pi 4 Model B with 64-bit ARM Cortex-A72 (ARMv8) and 8GB RAM.

All of these devices use Python3 and ONNXRuntime[^4] for inference with the trained model in ONNX format. PyTorch and Torchvision are used for data processing on all of the devices. Table IV illustrates the execution speed of the trained model in the unit of frames per second (fps).

Real-time processing capability is crucial for model deployment on computing devices. The evaluation criterion for device performance is set such that for any device that has real-time processing capability for neural network models, it should be able to execute every part of the trained model, including the data pre-processing step, with the speed of at least 20 frames per second (fps). According to the result in Table IV only NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX and Lenovo Ideapad Slim 5 laptop meet the evaluation criterion; therefore, these devices have real-time processing capability. However, the Raspberry Pi execution speed is too low to be considered as real-time processing. As the experiment evaluated only on the performance using CPU, the performance of NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX and Lenovo Ideapad Slim 5 laptop can be improved further using GPUs, parallel computing with CUDA[^5] and deep learning accelerators, such as TensorRT[^6].

Each drone is set as a wireless AP connected with the computing center during real-time flight tests. As every Tello Edu drone has a similar, immutable IP address (192.168.10.1) on its network, there is an IP address conflict issue when all drones are connected with the same computer. To resolve, network routing is required to route drones’ network to different virtual IP addresses perceived by the computer via docker services[^7].

The drones stream the video data captured by their cameras to the laptop computing center via WIFI. PyAV library[^8] is imported to open and decode drones’ video stream into image frames with a size of $3 \times 720 \times 960$ recognized by Torchvision. Considering the mismatch between the aspect ratios of the raw images and the model training input, the image frames are firstly cropped to $3 \times 720 \times 720$ around the image center. Thenceforth, Torchvision reshapes and converts the cropped images separately to a NumPy array of $3 \times 224 \times 224$, consistent with the size of visual observation in the trained

[^4]: https://onnxruntime.ai/
[^7]: https://www.docker.com/
[^8]: https://github.com/PyAV-Org/PyAV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Component</th>
<th>Raspberry Pi</th>
<th>Xavier NX</th>
<th>Laptop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image Processing (ms)</td>
<td>85.1 ± 3.8</td>
<td>35.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>16.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONNX Model (ms)</td>
<td>48.2 ± 2.8</td>
<td>10.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>4.47 ± 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Commands (ms)</td>
<td>3.08 ± 0.75</td>
<td>1.62 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| All Process (ms) | 128 ± 7 | 48.1 ± 0.9 | 19.8 ± 0.6 |
| (fps) | 8.15 ± 0.33 | 20.9 ± 0.4 | 51.2 ± 1.3 |
model. The model generates translational and angular velocity commands in a loop block based on the obtained visual data and drone’s position published by the motion capture system. These velocity commands drive the connected drones to search and reach the target collaboratively in real-time (see Fig. 8). More details can be found in the video: https://youtu.be/LuCK97jSbcw and the code: https://github.com/NTU-UAOG/collaborative-target-search-vision-drone-swarm.git.

In this work, we conduct 25 tests each for the single drone and collaborative two drones target search to evaluate the target search performance in an unseen physical environment using the trained models. This evaluation focuses on the success rate and the time taken to reach the target. The experiments for the single drone and collaborative two drone target search use different models from the single-agent training and the multi-agent training accordingly. During the tests, the drones are placed at the start area with random forward directions and positions. The outcome of such test is considered a success when a drone reaches the target and lands within 0.5 m horizontal distance from the target, otherwise is considered a failure. The trajectories of several success cases are illustrated in Fig. 9.

The target search performance using a single drone and collaborative two drones in the first and second physical experiment are compared and shown in Table V. The result shows that the CTS displays a higher performance in terms of time to reach the target and the success rate (64% for two drones while 48% for a single drone). Therefore, the collaboration of drones for target search helps to find the target faster and more accurately. Meanwhile, the success rate illustrated in the physical experiments is very close to that of the simulations as indicated in Table III, which demonstrates the generalization and the Sim2Real capability of trained models.

Some of the failure cases could be attributed to the video blur similar to Fig. 10, which gives wrong information to the trained model, so the velocity commands are inaccurate.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a data-efficient reinforcement learning-based approach, Adaptive Curriculum Embedded Multi-Stage Learning (ACEMSL), to address the challenges of CTS with a visual drone swarm. Our approach improves over the standard curriculum learning via adopting the designed AEC and combining the multi-stage learning to achieve the 3D sparse reward space exploration and collaborative behaviors among a visual drone swarm. Without prior knowledge of the target, the drone swarm performs CTS with only local visual perception and egocentric observations.

The training results show that our proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art direct reinforcement learning methods and the multi-stage learning-CM3 in terms of training time and success rate. We also demonstrated the generalization and Sim2Real capability of our trained models in the real-time flight experiments conducted in an unseen physical environment. The experiment results verified the effectiveness of a drone swarm for CTS based on the metrics of success rate and time to reach. To the best of our knowledge, this work is unprecedented in achieving and demonstrating the CTS with a visual drone swarm in real life.

Our results motivate future work to evaluate and alleviate the effects of CTS performance caused by communication loss and cyber attacks on visual perception.
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